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1: Nial Fullerâ€™s Price Action Forex Trading Course(Enjoy Free BONUS Secrets of the Law of Vibration)
Nial Fuller's Professional Price Action Forex Trading Course, Daily Trade Ideas Newsletter & Live Trading Forum Learn
the exact same proprietary price action trading strategies Nial Fuller has used to trade professionally for 16 years, and to
win a million dollar trading competition.

Having said that, the video is worth watching for further perspective. The video can be found here. The first
part is all about the basics of forex trading. In this part, Nial explains almost all the necessary aspects
pertaining to trading. The next three parts are mainly focused on trading strategies that are based on common
price action patterns. In the latter parts of the course, Nial discusses various price action methods, trading
plans, and pin bar reversal setups in detail with the help of diagrams, illustrations and charts. As to the rest of
the forum and lessons, Nial is not very active, but he will share a live trade once a month or so. He also
infrequently posts new information or commentary for members. How Recent Are The Lessons? The PDF
course lessons the main lessons are dated from Daily Trade Setups Newsletter â€” he advertises commentary
on at least 5 markets, but lately there has been less, sometimes only 3. Weekly Trade Setups Newsletter â€” he
advertises commentary on at least 7 instruments, but often times there are less than 5. The paid forex course
and other parts of the forum have higher value as compared to the free educational content available on the
site. The articles explain each topic with the help of solid graphical illustrations and charts. Quizzes We could
not find any quizzes to test member knowledge on the site. Part 1 â€” Introduction To Price Action The first
part is all about the introduction to forex trading, basic concepts, macro-economic releases and price action
strategies. Here are the main topics covered in Part 1: Explains what the foreign exchange market is and how
exactly forex trading works. Consists of an elaborate history of forex in two parts. Explains the participants in
the forex market. Advantages of Forex Trading: Highlights the numerous benefits associated with forex
trading. The topic also covers some misconceptions pertaining to the forex market. Covers the timing of the
forex market, break down of sessions, and easy illustrations of market hours with the help of a diagram. The
Major Currency Pairs: An introduction to major currency pairs, their symbols, and difference between majors
and crosses. Introducing spreads and pips with the help of a diagram and examples. Explains the types of lots
or contracts along with the pip value of each contract. Explains the styles of trading in detail along with the
pros and cons of each style. Explains the types of orders and various technical terms used in this regard. It is
an in-depth topic which explains various order types with the help of diagrams and examples. Explains the
significance of stop loss, calculation of risk per trade, and tips on how to place the stop loss. What Moves the
Forex Price: Highlights various fundamental factors responsible for moving the price of an asset. This is a
detailed chapter explaining each of the factors with the help of examples. Earning or Paying Interest: Explains
different concepts pertaining to interest earnings and charges such as roll-over, and carry cost. Explains
various economic releases such as trade balance, GDP, consumer price index, producer price index, payroll
employment, durable goods orders, retail sales, and housing starts. It also illustrates the money management
strategies with the help of charts, diagrams and tables. A brief description about the topics is given below: The
topic covers the importance of the trend, methods to identify the trend, and how the actual market works.
Explains the concept of pivot point with the help of examples and charts. Shows the identification of trends
and key areas through moving averages. Explains the practical use of candlestick pattern in daily trading. Nial
taught the use of pin bars and other reversal candles with the help of nice examples and graphic illustrations. It
also covers the significance of reversal candles around key levels, inside bar trade setups, flaky setups, and
placement of stop in real trading. It is all about trendlines, their significance and practical use in daily trading.
It also has some very good tips pertaining to money management. It consists of about 14 guidelines on how to
understand the psychology of the market and how to control emotions. Some good tips for intraday trading are
also given at the end of the chapter. Part 3 â€” Price Action Trading Plan In part 3, various candlestick
patterns are explained with the help of graphical illustrations and charts. Following is a brief description about
various topics covered in this part: Some Major Candlestick Patterns: The topic consists of graphical
illustrations pertaining to pin bars, inside bars, flaky trade setups, and combo pin bars. There was no theory or
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discussion of order flow, instead, there were more charts and graphical illustrations. Discussion of the
confluence levels in relation to the trend. In this topic, Nial explains how to trade pin bars in a four-hour
timeframe. He shows examples of how to trade four-hour pin bars. Trend Is Your Friend: Explains why it so
important to identify the right trend and trade accordingly. Nial does not seem to be very active in the blog.
The most recent post was made in April Here are a few timestamps to give you an idea about his participation
in the blog: Bad Pin Bars 1 Year Later at There was also a mention to provide paid members Forex lessons
approximately every 2 weeks, though on average, there is approximately one article per year. As a whole, Nial
Fuller is not very active in providing new material or content, but at least from the articles he does provide,
they are pretty decent and useful. Live Trading Forum The live trading forum mainly consists of the latest
trade setups by the moderators. Nial shares his own trade setups once a month, and he admits he only trades
times per month. We are not sure if this makes him more of an investor rather than a trader. Paid members
may find trade setups of major currency pairs, commodity futures and stock market indices. Daily
Commentary This is the section where premium members may find daily commentary about major currencies
and commodities. The commentary is posted by Nial and his coach Larry K. The articles in this part of the
forum consist of latest technical analysis and trade ideas. Overall Analysis and Conclusion Based on the
above, we feel to rate the course as a 6 out of We feel the course could give you a decent start in learning
about price action, but it will not take you to an advanced level.
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2: Nial Fuller â€“ Price Action Trading Course | Forex Winners | Free Download
Nial Fuller - Learn To Trade Price Action - EDITION Learn to Trade the Market was created by Nial Fuller and is one of
the cheapest trading education options we found. The "Price Action Forex Trading Strategies Course" includes access
to a trading forum, newsletter updates, Nial's email address along with his video tutorials.

The course consists of 9 modules with each module discussing a specific segment about price action. Justin
explained each concept with the help of graphical illustrations and practical examples where required. How
Recent Are The Lessons? The last lesson was uploaded in the premium section on July 30th I will be adding
more lessons over time. The course is undoubtedly decent quality content. Premium members could learn
price action fundamentals with graphical illustrations and practical examples. Quizzes There are no quizzes in
the course to test the students understanding of the course material. Members can post queries about any
lesson in the relevant section and the queries are answered by Justin himself. The coach Justin Bennett tried to
cover the typical mainstays to price action trading and money management rules. Module 1 A brief overview
about various topics covered in the first module is given below: Using the Right Charts In this chapter, Justin
highlighted the significance of five-day charts. He explained, with the help of examples, how an incorrect
chart having Sunday candles may ruin your technical analysis. Setting Up Your Charts Here the coach teaches
you how to set up a chart, i. Currency Pairs to Watch Justin shared a list of 26 currency pairs that he considers
best for trading. He also gave some suggestions to newbie traders about the selection of a pair. We did think it
was weird he is recommending 26 pairs that beginner traders should watch. We felt this was a bit overboard
since most beginner traders cannot effectively monitor so many pairs. Module 2 The second module is all
about choosing timeframes. Module 3 This module talks about identifying daily levels with the help of various
price action methods. The lesson also consists of a short video. The lesson covers everything about moving
averages. He does use the same moving averages as Nial Fuller from Learn to Trade the Market , but also adds
a few more. Price and Time In this lesson, Justin touches on swing analysis and how price action approaches a
level, but there is not much depth here. Identifying Horizontal Levels This lesson consists of two videos in
which Justin demonstrated various methods for identifying key horizontal support and resistance levels.
Module 4 The fourth module covers everything about the pin bars. Following are the main lessons of this
module: Anatomy of a Pin Bar In this lesson, Justin teaches the characteristics of qualified pin bars with the
help of a graphical illustration. Pin Bar Entry and Exit Strategies Here the coach explains methods for entering
and exiting the market while trading pin bars. He showed everything with the help of good graphical
illustrations. Trend Line Breaks Justin explains the importance of trend lines in price action trading and how
trend line breaks can provide useful PA info. Module 5 This module is about inside bars. The main lessons
included in this module are: Anatomy of an Inside Bar In this lesson, Justin graphically explains the features
and characteristics of valid inside bars. Rules of Trading Inside Bar Setups This lesson covers the rules that
should be followed while trading the inside bar trade setups. The rules are explained with the help of examples
and graphical illustrations. Inside bar entry and exit strategy In this lesson, Justin explains how to trade inside
bar setups. He illustrated various entry and exit strategies with the help of charts. Module 6 In this short
module, Justin covers everything about the confluence levels and their effectiveness in price action trading.
The following are the two detailed lessons included in this module. Price Action and Confluence In this
lesson, Justin discusses the combination between price action and confluence and how to use it. The Pillars of
Confluence Here, Justin explains the main confluence factors that should be considered before deciding
whether a trade setup is of any worth or not. Module 7 This module talks about the risk management strategies
that you may use to improve your profit potential. The module consists of the following two lessons: A Proper
Risk-Reward Ratio This lesson describes the importance of risk-reward ratio and how to figure it out for a
particular trade. Proper Risk to Reward Ratio: Case Studies In this lesson, Justin elaborated on the concept of
proper risk to reward ratio with the help of different case studies. Module 8 In this module, Justin is talking
about trend analysis. This module comprises of the following lessons: Trends and Timeframes Here Justin
teaches how to use various timeframes while identifying a trend for potential trade setups. Highs and Lows In
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this lesson, the coach explains how a trend can be identified visually just by analyzing swing highs and swing
lows. Module 9 Justin has specified module 9 for various advanced level lessons and continues to add new
lessons periodically. Presently, you will find these two lessons in this module: Wedge Breaks In this lesson,
Justin teaches how to trade a wedge break. The lesson contains a short video that practically demonstrates the
wedge trading. Daily Trade Setups There is a section in the members zone where members can get recent trade
setups shared by Justin himself. The section contains trade setups on various currency pairs and commodities.
Live Trade Setups In this section, anybody can share trade setups. This is basically a members-only discussion
forum. Justin also participates in the live trade forum, but mostly commenting on the students setups. Video
Library In the video library, premium members can gain access to many video lessons about different price
action topics and practical trading illustrations. Conclusion Justin did seem cordial and willing to answer
questions, and is generally commenting several times a day to answer questions.
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3: The Battle of Price Action Trading Giants â€“ Chris Capre vs Nial Fuller
I have come across a course on price action trading by Nial Fuller and wanted to get some feedback from from my
forum colleagues. Has anyone used this course or have any suggestions? I have already completed the babypips
school but feel from what I have read about price action trading that this could be for me.

You must be aware of the risks and be willing to accept them in order to invest in the futures and options
markets. No representation is being made that any account will or is likely to achieve profits or losses similar
to those discussed in this content. The past performance of any trading system or methodology is not
necessarily indicative of future results. If I ever find out that somebody has stolen my great content, I am
going to be ridiculously dedicated to tracking the person down and dealing with them. Some of the "works"
which can be covered by copyright include: Compilations such as anthologies, directories and databases.
Artistic works such as logos, drawings, cartoons, photographs, maps and plans, paintings and sculpture.
Dramatic works such as choreography, plays and mime. Musical works including the music itself, separately
from any lyrics or recording. Published editions typographical arrangements of publishers. Copyright
protection in Australia is free and automatic. An original "work" is automatically protected from the time it is
first written down or recorded in some way. Once copyright has expired, anyone can use the material without
permission. The general rule under the Act is that the first owner of copyright in a "work" is its creator. There
are, however, some exceptions to this general rule, which can be excluded or varied by agreement. Business
owners who commission work such as the design of a logo for a trade mark, software, or the design of a web
page should have a written agreement about who will own the copyright. A written agreement can head off
any misunderstanding or disagreement which can otherwise occur as to what the business can do with work
they have commissioned. In the absence of any agreement, the creator of the work usually retains ownership not the business. While assignments and exclusive licences must be in writing and signed by or on behalf of
the copyright owner to be fully effective, it is good business practice to put all agreements relating to
copyright into writing. Industrial designers should further keep in mind that most designs cannot rely on dual
protection under the Copyrights Act and the Designs Act as they generally lose enforcement under the
Copyrights Act once commercialized. So rest assured, my goal is ensure you grasp the concepts. Send me
feedback and questions. The minimum you have paid for. You will learn how to think, how to act and when to
act. You will live breath and sleep trading. My one hope is that you believe what you read here is my own
personal experiences, this is the way I trade, the way I make my money in the markets. I trust you will respect
the fact that no two trading styles are alike, nor are individual traders, thus not all of you will enjoy my
thoughts and activities with market analysis. Remember, a solid trading judgment is the sum of years of screen
time and trading experiences Most By the end of this course, you need to be able to identify all the things on
this chart and then you will have a complete trading strategy Trading Truth There are no strict rules for
entering after a price a ction setup occurs The key is to know the price signals themselves and then learn with
the market going forward The basics Most of our subconscious learning is taught to us by trading live price
action, listening to trading mentors, or reading about various trading concepts.
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4: Nial Fuller price action trading course - Beginner Questions - www.enganchecubano.com Forex Trading
Nial Fuller's Price Action Trading Course Ranging Price action: Now this is where the chart can become interesting. By
using the price action counting of the swing highs and lows we can know at a very early stage IFprice is going to start to
develop range bound activity.

These are the same powerful trading methods that professional traders such as banks, prop firms and hedge
funds use around the world use in their daily trading activities. No information has been held back, all my
knowledge about trading has been included. All my courses are online and accessible 24hrs a day 7 days a
week. I have everything laid out in a simple step by step system that you will follow to learn as efficiently as
possible. I offer a Free Email support line if you need help or assistance with anything. Your philosophy on
the market, using higher time frames and also putting a cap on ones emotions, is really what has helped me
turn my trading around. It may be none of my business what you sell your course for, but I sincerely beleive
your material is worth much, much more than bucks!! Thanks and all the best to you!! I discuss price action
trade setups, chart analysis and commentary on at least 10 different markets including major currency pairs,
commodities, and stock indices. You get my expert analysis on relevant price action setups, key chart levels,
and trend bias. The screen shots of the major pairs, coupled with your clear explanations, are worth the
membership fee alone. I look forward to reading your quality, in-depth market summary every day. Keep up
the great work! We also discuss price action strategies, the forex trading course theory, and other important
trading topics. The live trade setups discussion forum contains a specific thread for each currency pair,
commodity or index. The video library content includes live trade setups, price action trading tutorials, and
more. I will usually respond to all members email queries within 12 hours. End of day trading techniques â€”
trade in less time and with less stress. Adopt a set and forget trading approach â€” no watching screens and
charts all day. Trade clean price action based strategies only, no indicators or complex ideas â€” simplify your
trading Understand how to actually read a chart, not just spotting textbook chart patterns Low frequency
trading â€” no day trading and churning your account all day Implement advanced money management
concepts Trade low risk high reward setups Access to an experience mentor who will answer your questions.
No training documents are sent to your address, everything is online. Is there any additional fees for upgraded
course modules etc? Can the course be translated using google translate â€” If you install google chrome
translate plugin, the English text can be translated into your language How much money do I need to start
trading? If you have any other questions not answered above, you can always email us via the contact us page
in the main menu of this site. Affordable One Time Fee â€” No Ongoing Fees I am making this trading course
and community accessible to everyone who has a real passion to learn to trade the market and trade price
action successfully.
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5: Nial Fuller's 71% Drawdown in the AxiTrader Competition - 2ndSkies Forex
Price Action Trading Course By // Nial Fuller www.enganchecubano.com By Author: Directional Forex Trading is the art
of using price movements in interbank Foreign Exchange or Capital markets to make profit.

Secrets of the Law of Vibration for Traders I have noticed over the years, someone comes up with a new way
to trade, it is the latest and newest and no one else has it and it is a sure thing to be able to trade and make
unlimited profits and now we can finally become the trader we have always wanted to be. But then it seems to
slip into the cracks somehow and the next sure thing system comes by and it is the latest and newest and no
one else has it and it is a sure thingâ€¦. I have spent years and years looking at great traders and great trading
systems and great forecasting methods and on and on. So I decided to look closer. I noticed first from Gann
and then others that in their quest they had a similar thread, a similar method for realizing their success. What
they had found was the method underneath the specific ones; the foundational platform these others were
being realized in. Then it occurred to me, this was the innate creation process found in Nature and in men who
were considered masters in their field of pursuit. It was an incredibly accurate way of knowing what anything
was going to do and become. It was a look into the future of what was going to be. So I wrote a book about it,
first for me to understand and get it, then to give it back for others to see and complete the cyclic nature of
what had come. This is incredibly simple yet I wrote over pages. It is easy to see for those who will look, who
will open to another way. The old way works, we use it everyday, but to be a master of something, we must
walk the path of a master. The Law of Vibration is how Nature works, it is how we realize desire, it is how we
get what we want. Here is a brief synopsis for each chapter: Vibrational Harmony in the Market Market
vibrations and specific market harmonics of price and time are revealed in easy to understand charts. Graphic
proof of octave shells and harmonic doubling in the market. Gann and the Law of Vibration Discover how this
ancient document refers to the Law of Vibration and its use. A discussion of Peter D. Ouspensky, a disciple of
G. How time is perceived and its relationship to our trading experience determines if we are connecting to the
real market movement. This chapter shows each numbers unique vibration on a grid that can overlay a markets
movement in time and price. How the Law of Vibration works in Nature, in markets and in us. Understanding
the significance of speed, in markets and everything else in life, determines specific outcomes. How vibration
clusters in similar streams and flows in accordance with surrounding vibration. A markets movement is guided
by vibrational streams and when understood can be watched as easily as watching a river follow its established
channel. Where a market is and how we are positioned in reference to it will determine our ability to know its
movement. The key to successful trading is held in one thought. Looking at vibration as structure gives us a
materially generated matrix to use and follow. Ok, for those of you who want the Holy Grail, here it is.
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6: LearnToTradeTheMarket Price Action Course Review
Nial Fuller is a Professional Trader & Money Manager based in Australia whos considered 'The Authority' on Price
Action Trading. Since he has written more than posts and has taught more than 20, students via his Professional Forex
Trading Courses.

I am no expert by far but his stop losses are set too far away for me. R ratio is 1: He also fixed my thinking
about stop losses. This creates a dilema. Nobody thinks that a casino is really gambling. Not on their side of
things. No casino has gone out of business because it lost too many times at craps. But I almost pulled the
trigger because the free info was presented so well. I had almost the same experience. Worked on trading for 2
years, blew a couple of accounts, took a dozen course, quit trading for 6 months because my wife was
pressuring me, then started again slowly with the trading mastermind course and now am about 3 months
away from quitting my job. Then you can trade from the 4 Hour chart and 1 hour chart if you want. He also
suggest not go lower than 4 hour chart because of the market noise. If a trader take many trades from the lower
charts i. Because of the market noise and lack of clear signal. So take high probability trades. If you have a
day job then his system definitely suits you. But patience is needful. I checked his free stuffs and did it well.
He will post daily commentary everyday on his website and facebook pages. Everybody can check those
articles and try to understand what his strategy. But he has a trading community to discuss trading setups. Here
is the great deal: If anybody want to trade like him, then I suggest you to check NikitaFX thread. Both trading
from the pure plain vanilla chart without any indicator. Understand first what Nikita teaches and check his
daily commentary from his blog. Find bias from daily chart and move lower time frame to trade. There are so
many different ways to approach the market, I would make sure that you want him as your mentor before
spending that much money on a course. I think that most people, sooner or later, end up settling with someone
they call their forex mentor, because his or her trading style fits their own. I, for example, finally settled on
Jason Stapleton as a mentor. Read the market wizards books because Jack Schwager has interviewed many
many different traders with different trading styles, so it gives you kind of an overview of the different styles.
Well, I am flattered. Thanks, but No Thanks! I do watch your free videos. Thanks for that to! But, if you think
I am gonna pay to dollars for one of your courses, "You can Forget it. With bucks I could open me a nice
account. I did just that! And I like his site. But is he charging a price. Trouble with all these courses, is there
expensive, and how many courses are you gonna have to buy before you say, Hey enough is enough. But some
of these guys are charging thousands of dollars to take there courses.
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7: Nial Fuller's Price Action Trading Course | Forex Winners | Free Download
Trading Course; Market Analytics Nial Fuller Price action forex education method this forum as i have a facsination with
price action and have been.

A former student of Nial Fuller who is now in my price action course asked me about Nial winning the
AxiTrader competition. With all things Nial Fuller, once you dig into the details, a completely different
picture emerges from what he says. So make sure to read this article about why Nial Fuller lied about his price
action trading in the million dollar trading competition. Only Nial Fuller would: Remember, this is a buy
signal in line with his bullish views on the market. Why am mentioning all this? So which is it Nial? Inquiring
minds want to know. My mistake and I apologize for the error. How so you say? To top this off with a cherry
â€” after the market formed the famous false break , he was still bearish and would consider selling see below
as well. So different trade â€” same result. Now ask yourself the following question: Who is Nial trying to
attract with this promotion? Is he going after the veteran trader? And this is why Nial Fuller and AxiTrader
represent everything wrong with the industry. In fact there was no mention of the risks or the downside. Nor
do they make the return seem so impressive now do they? And that is why they are bad for the industry IMO.
To put this in perspective: Let me know on which planet or universe you think this is a good idea. I know this
article is controversial. I know it may irk some feathers. If so, why not?
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8: Price Action Forex Trading Strategies Training Course & Members
Nial Fuller - Price Action Forex Trading Strategies Training Course & Members Videos. Nial Fuller Professional Trader,
Author & Mentor. Since I have taught almost 15, students how to trade forex with my high probability Price Action
Trading Strategies.

Nial scores highly in terms of honesty. Does not hide the fact that he has never kept a single record of his live
trades. This is to be interpreted to mean that this guy does not trade Forex for a living. But rather, he makes his
income from revenue generated through selling his trading courses at Learn To Trade The Market. He
understands the art of crafting email newsletters and blog posts, hence he has no problem maintaining and
even growing his , monthly readership. He perfectly understands how to generate and drive traffic to his blog
for maximum conversion. And of course his sweet words have always convinced both newbie and experienced
traders to purchase his price action trading courses. However, there are no records to show that Nial Fuller
really took part in this trading competition. This shows that Nial is a very witty salesman. He is definitely an
inspiration to several trading vendors like Matt Choi who want to promote their products on the internet
without a live trading record of success. Learn To Trade The Market review: What Nial has for you in this
course I must admit that Nial is very good with his words. He makes it look like reading charts is so simple
that even a 5 year old can do. The difference is, Nial publishes those training materials for free on that website
while he charges a fee for the same training at Learn to trade the markets. The motive behind this is beyond
my comprehension. First and foremost, this guy does not teach anything new or unique. The instructions are
simplistic in nature. This is part of his marketing strategy to woo more traders to his products. What exactly
does he teach, you ask? Well, Nial teaches breakouts, support, resistance, failure patterns, double tops and so
on. You bet that these lessons can be learned for free on the internet, except when you let Nial teach you these
things. And in that case, you will be wasting money. I must also admit that this guy is very sharp and up with
his game. If you are desperate to make quick wealth trading Forex and commodities, you would easily fall in
love with him because of his sweet, clean-cut and well-spoken personality. He makes more money through
Learn To Trade the Markets than his needs can consume. He flies in private jets or at least on a first-class
ticket to wherever holiday destination he feels like going to. As soon as he touches down on a world-class
airport, his gets an alert on his mobile device that one of his trades just closed in huge profits. In fact, so big is
this profit that the cost of his air ticket would look like peanuts compared to what he just made. But of course
you should never let his charming personality fool you. How did we get access to this private forum? Well, a
member emailed me his login details for purposes of writing this review. This private forum is well organized.
But what I am doing now is akin to invading the private home of a would-be son in law in search for evidence
that he is a jerk. I am searching for condom wrappers, pornographic materials, drugs or anything of that sort
while he is away. Of course I had to bring this detective assignment to conclusion. So I made a note of what I
had encountered in the process of searching this house in the absence of its master. Everything seemed to be in
place. Now, the bombshell is that Nial has never posted a live trade in this forum. All his efforts are dedicated
towards drawing nice charts and publishing opinions on where the markets will go next. There is a huge
mountain of information in this private forum. However, the general consensus is that this material is aimed at
creating a conversation rather than proving that Nial is a trader himself. This is like a busy social media page
where hordes of people jump into conversations like parrots. The difference is that these folks talk about
trading. Once Nial publishes a trade idea, the conversation sets rolling. What is the aim of all this? Since he is
good with writing, his website is decorated with a lot of expertly produced content â€” the exact thing that
Google is looking for. So he definitely does not have any problem ranking for the most profitable keywords in
Forex trading. Also, because he is an expert communicator and an internet salesman with a refined tongue,
many traders have no qualms believing him as soon as they land on his website â€” Learn to Trade the Market.
Now, sometime in July and January , Learn to Trade the Market experienced a huge spike in web traffic.
During this time, Nial was participating in a professional web spamming scheme which ultimately earned him
a penalty from Google. Why Should you care? If he can cheat Google to rank his blog using unscrupulous
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SEO methods, then it could mean that he is a professional web marketer as opposed to a day trader. This
subtle clue speaks volumes of words concerning who the real Nial is. No wonder he gets away with no live
trading results. Hordes of naive traders visit his site each day for advice. But that is also where he makes a kill.
It is perfectly safe to concentrate on selling price action courses rather than putting yourself in a position
where people will question you. Conclusion of this Learn to Trade the Market review Honestly speaking, this
guy is just doing good promotion of his trading course. He is so skilled in the business, which has led to a
phenomena where the really good guys who trade are overshadowed to the point that learners can never find
them online. Congratulations Nial for being an excellent web marketer and for copy-pasting Al Brooks
techniques. On top of this, he has a way with English words. He has no live trading record, despite
masquerading as a professional day trader. You can use Learntotradethemarket.
9: Learn to Trade The Market Review - FXR
Price Action Forex Trading Strategy By Nial Fuller (Tutorial) - Duration: 7 minutes, 11 seconds.
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